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 The Enigma of Fr. 403 and the Compilation of a
 Thirteenth-Century English Illustrated Apocalypse

 SUZANNE LEWIS

 Stanford University

 Abstract

 The cycle of thirteenth-century Apocalypse illus-
 trations in Fr. 403 is demonstrably dependent on a
 model closely related to Morgan 524. However, its
 vernacular glossed text represents a disruptive intru-
 sion into the sequence of text-image relationships
 established for the Morgan cycle by a Latin text based
 on a different commentary. A close examination of the
 various strategies developed by the designer of Fr. 403
 as he adjusted the fixed cycle of pictures to a differently
 glossed text offers some insights into a fundamental
 process of revision that underlies the formulation of a
 number of interrelated English Gothic Apocalypses.

 The idea of models, prototypes, and archetypes for
 thirteenth-century English Apocalypse picture cycles was
 introduced by Delisle and Meyer at the beginning of this
 century.' Following their description of an impressive
 number of demonstrably interconnected Gothic manu-
 scripts,2 the search for ancestral models and archetypes as
 well as stemmae defining their filiation has dominated
 subsequent art historical investigation. Whether such pro-
 totypes or archetypes can be recognized directly in surviv-
 ing manuscripts, such as the Morgan or Metz Apocalypses,
 however, still remains an open question. Similarly, the
 question of what constituted the models or exemplars
 actually used by Gothic book designers, scribes, and artists
 is far from settled. While traditional iconographical analy-
 ses and comparisons of picture cycles provide the most
 basic evidence for reconstructing prototypes and their
 filiation, perhaps we should also attend more closely to the
 texts they illustrate and, more particularly, to relationships
 between text and image, to see what they can tell us about
 how the various cycles were designed. Fr. 403 offers an
 instructive case for the thirteenth century.

 Dating from about 1250, Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale
 MS Fr. 403 represents one of the earliest surviving ex-
 amples of the newly created English Gothic version of the
 illustrated Apocalypse.3 Notwithstanding its early date,
 however, the Paris Apocalypse bears unmistakable, mul-
 tiple traces of dependency on older prototypes. The de-

 monstrable existence of earlier but distinctively different
 models for its layout, text, and picture cycle reveals that Fr.
 403 is an anomalous redaction, probably designed expressly

 to meet the demands of a singular book owner. Although
 not as impressively scaled as the sumptuously painted
 Trinity Apocalypse, Fr. 403 measures 325-by-230 mm and
 thus ranks among the larger quarto-size productions of the
 second half of the thirteenth century, such as Douce 180,
 Ludwig III.1, and Lambeth 75. The luxurious size and
 elegance of Fr. 403, coupled with a prestigious pedigree of
 ownership first documented in the late fourteenth century,4
 suggest that the manuscript was commissioned for an aris-
 tocratic if not royal reader. A detailed analysis of the
 complex process involved in the production of this manu-
 script in which the illustrations and glossed text are
 uniquely compiled from known sources enables us to
 explore not only how thirteenth-century illustrated Apoca-
 lypses were conceived and made but also how they were
 perceived and read.

 The Paris Apocalypse contains an illustrated Life of
 John in double registers, without text (fols. 1-3 and 43v-
 44v) and 76 half-page Apocalypse illustrations accom-
 panied by a vernacular glossed text (fols. 3v-43). The
 miniatures are executed as outline drawings, tinted in
 green, blue, ochre, red, and vermilion, with occasional
 details in gold, on plain grounds. While the draughtsman's
 style has been convincingly related to that of the "Sarum
 Master" in the Amesbury Psalter and the Missal of Henry
 of Chichester,5 the work of the equally gifted colorist more
 closely resembles the Crucifixion page in the Evesham
 Psalter.6 Fr. 403's figures are taller but not as elongated as
 those of the Sarum Master, and his characteristically
 convoluted systems of deeply troughed folds are heightened
 by the application of stronger, more heavily modeled
 colors, often producing dramatically rendered, satiny sur-
 faces. The expressive heads and gestures, delineated in the
 Sarum Master's sensitive line and delicate, albeit meticu-
 lous detail, are matched by the brilliant chromatic effects
 of shifting hues created by the colorist. However, it must
 be remembered that the style of the pictorial model prob-
 ably had an impact on the head types and drapery folds as
 well. The draughtsmen and painters of the Paris Apoca-
 lypse are clearly artists of the first rank and probably came
 together in London rather than Salisbury, as suggested by
 their distinctive use of haloes outlined in tiny open circles,7
 as well as by their access to major but contrasting exem-
 plars for the layout, text, and picture cycle.
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 FIGURE 1. John's exile ordered by Emperor Domitian; historiated ini-
 tial with John commanded by the Angel. Paris, Bibliothbque Nationale
 MS Fr. 403, fol. 2v (photo: Bibliothbque Nationale).

 The model on which Fr. 403's illustrations are based

 has long been recognized as the prototype for the slightly
 later picture-book Apocalypses represented by Morgan
 M.524, in which the cycle of illustrations appears in double
 registers on full pages and a drastically abbreviated Latin
 glossed text is relegated to speech scrolls, placards, and
 inscriptions within the framed miniatures.8 Since the Mor-
 gan prototype still required Latin literacy for the compre-
 hension of its pictures, Fr. 403 appears to constitute an
 effort to render the picture-book cycle accessible to a reader
 not literate in Latin by providing an Anglo-Norman glossed
 text beneath each framed register in a layout of half-page
 miniatures resembling that in the Latin manuscripts headed
 by the contemporary Metz Apocalypse (see Fig. 2).9 The
 Paris Apocalypse is one of three thirteenth-century redac-
 tions related to Morgan 524 that attempt to restore narra-
 tive cogency to the picture cycle by supplying new texts. In
 Lambeth 434 and Eton 177, a pair of small Apocalypses
 probably designed for use in nunneries, cycles of eighty-six
 almost full-page illustrations stand above a few lines of an
 unglossed Anglo-Norman paraphrase.10 In Trinity B.10.6,
 a radically modified Morgan picture cycle is placed irregu-
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 FIGURE 2. John on Patmos; historiated initial with John commanded

 by the Angel. Metz, Bibliothbque Municipale MS Salis 38, fol. 1 (photo:
 Archives photographiques, Paris/S.P.A.D.E.M.).

 larly within a full Latin text without commentary.11 Al-
 though fragments of a Latin Berengaudus gloss and the
 Glossa Ordinaria appear in Morgan 524, Fr. 403 is the only
 thirteenth-century redaction of the Morgan cycle equipped
 with a commentary.12

 The half-page format of framed miniatures above two
 columns of glossed text appears to have been inspired by
 the prototype represented by the contemporary Metz
 Apocalypse in which a similar cycle of tinted outline
 drawings is accompanied by a Latin text and excerpts
 from the twelfth-century Berengaudus commentary (see
 Fig. 2).13 The Latin illustrated Apocalypse represented by
 Metz constitutes the dominant type produced in England
 in the second half of the thirteenth century. Evidence of
 contact with the Metz manuscript or a lost close relative
 can be seen in the historiated initial that introduces the

 Revelation text in Fr. 403 (Fig. 1) in which the ascenders
 for the letter "A" are formed by biting beasts to fashion a
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 FIGURE 3. Fourth Trumpet and voice of the Eagle. Paris, Bibliotheque
 Nationale MS Fr. 403, fol. 13v. (photo: Bibliotheque Nationale).

 frame enclosing the figures of John and the angel. Unlike
 its later descendants in Lambeth 209 or the Gulbenkian

 Apocalypse, where the angel emerges as a fractional figure
 flying in from the left, the Metz angel stands behind
 John's chair (Fig. 2), as in Fr. 403. To compensate for the
 removal of John's desk from the model, the Paris designer
 ingeniously shifts the seer's writing of the text to the
 manuscript itself, where he now begins to pen the letter
 "p" of "Apocalipsis," a device that occurs again in one of
 the last miniatures in Morgan 524.14 Although the scribe
 wrote the text on the first two pages in long lines, the rest
 is written in double columns. Indeed the long slender "J"
 of the second historiated initial in which John stands

 pointing to the text ("Je Johan") cuts through the text as
 if it were intended to divide it into double columns, but
 instead disrupts the long lines, breaking the words "pa-
 thmos" and "espir-ite."

 Although the Morgan prototype itself was very prob-
 ably based on a half-page picture cycle created for a Latin
 Berengaudus-glossed text resembling those in Metz and
 Ludwig III.1,15 its double-registered illustrations could not
 be disassembled and adapted to an Anglo-Norman trans-
 lation accompanied by an entirely different commentary
 without a number of modifications in both the picture
 cycle and new text. One of the most striking and disturb-
 ing changes occurs where Morgan's speech scrolls and
 placards have been copied but left blank in the miniatures
 of Fr. 403. While empty scrolls occur in a few isolated
 examples in other manuscripts descending from the Mor-
 gan prototype, such as Eton 177 and Trinity B.10.6, the
 absence of inscribed texts in the Paris Apocalypse illustra-
 tions renders the protagonists strangely silent as they
 make futile gestures toward their mute utterances through-
 out the book. It has long been suggested that Morgan's
 inscriptions were abandoned by the designer of Fr. 403 as

 redundant, their function having been supplanted by the
 introduction of a full, glossed text beneath each picture.16
 However, the example of Trinity R.16.2 where, in addition
 to the text, the illustrations also speak through the appa-
 ratus of elaborate speech bubbles and scrolls, tends to
 suggest that this might not be the case. Although most of
 Morgan's inscribed scrolls and placards express verbal
 declarations made by the protagonists that are replicated
 in the text, others bear glosses paraphrased from the
 Berengaudus commentary that attempt to clarify the mean-
 ing of the images. An interesting but complicated case
 occurs in the illustration of the Fourth Trumpet (Fig. 3)
 where the Latin commentary in the Morgan scroll at the
 bottom of the picture misquotes and contradicts the Beren-
 gaudus text, to identify the figure emerging from the
 clouds and hiding his face from the sun, moon, and stars
 with "those who believe in Christ" rather than "eos qui in
 Christum noluerunt credere.""7 However, the gestural
 miming of obscurata est by the figure holding the upper
 scroll on which the words are inscribed would suggest that
 Morgan 524 miscopied the Berengaudus text from the
 prototype. However, the Morgan composition that served
 as a model for Fr. 403 offered an inscribed image closer to
 the interpretation given in the new Anglo-Norman gloss in
 which the obscuring of the luminary planets and stars at
 the sound of the Fourth Trumpet signifies those whom the
 devil can blind through unbelief.18

 One might ask at what point the decision was made
 to abandon the inscriptions in Fr. 403, for several of the
 speech scrolls do not derive from the model but were
 added by the designer as, for example, in the illustrations
 of the angel of the waters (Fig. 12), the angel commanding
 John to eat the book (Fig. 21), and the Lord commanding
 the exodus from Babylon (Fig. 22). In other instances the
 voices have been shifted to other figures. Thus where the
 altar speaks (9:14) in Morgan, the angel blowing the sixth
 trumpet holds a speech scroll in Fr. 403 (see Figs. 16 and
 17); for 21:5-6 the space occupied by the text in Morgan is
 filled by an angel flying down from the clouds in Fr. 403,
 commanding John, "Now write this," contradicting the
 text which stipulates that the command is given by the
 Lord. In Fr. 403's miniature of the River of Life, Morgan's
 text is supplanted by another angel unfurling a scroll, who
 responds to the text for 22:1 ("then the angel showed me
 the river of life"). Such modifications suggest that the
 designer initially intended to create an illustrated book
 similar to the Trinity Apocalypse where, in addition to the
 fully glossed text, the pictures also speak through the
 apparatus of speech scrolls, and took it into account when
 he copied the Morgan model. Thus, for reasons that still
 remain unclear, Fr. 403 comes down to us unfinished in
 the sense that its original design was never fully executed.

 Just as Fr. 403's redaction of the Morgan picture
 cycle attests to the early date of the prototype, the incor-
 poration of the French glossed prose redaction of the
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 text19 provides evidence of its circulation in England prior
 to its appearance in Douce 18020 and the illustrated ex-
 amples in Lambeth 75 and Fr. 9574.21 Although this
 vernacular version became dominant in the fourteenth

 century, examples surviving from the second half of the
 thirteenth century are extremely rare. The overwhelming
 majority of English illustrated Apocalypses from this pe-
 riod contain Latin texts and a compilation of excerpts
 from the twelfth-century commentary of Berengaudus.22
 However, with the establishment of a canonical interpreta-
 tion of the Apocalypse in the last edition of the Glossa
 Ordinaria at the beginning of the thirteenth century, the
 Berengaudus tract, notwithstanding its popularity, must
 have been perceived in some circles as marginal and out-
 of-date.23 Representing the conservative views of the older
 monastic orders, the Berengaudus commentary failed to
 address contemporary challenges faced by the secular
 bishops and friars as well as by powerful lay men and
 women who were taking increasing charge of their own
 spiritual lives. The French gloss represents a translated
 redaction of the same Latin commentary that provided the

 more abbreviated text for the Bible moralisdee and thus
 constitutes a variant version of the more modern Glossa

 Ordinaria.24 Like the Berengaudus-glossed Apocalypses,
 the French glossed prose version was perhaps initially
 compiled for clerical readers but quickly adopted by lay
 individuals for the purpose of personal devotion. The later
 copy at the beginning of Douce 180 was made for Lord
 Edward,25 and Fr. 9574 probably came down to Blanche
 (d. 1358), daughter of Philip V of France and nun at
 Longchamp, through a line of English royal connections.26

 Notwithstanding the primacy of pictures in the thir-
 teenth-century English Apocalypse, Fr. 403 documents the
 importance of the text as well as a growing demand for
 Anglo-Norman translations accessible to aristocratic lay
 and even clerical readers not sufficiently literate in Latin to
 comprehend an extended text of any complexity, such as
 the Berengaudus commentary. The exemplar used for Fr.
 403 was probably an unillustrated edition of the French
 glossed prose version similar to that in Douce 180. Dis-
 ruptions in the synchrony between text and image through-
 out the manuscript reveal the designer's determined efforts
 to include the entire text, confirming that the Paris Apoca-
 lypse was not conceived merely as a picture-book but was
 intended to be read by its first owner. The glossed text
 begins at the end of the illustrated Life of John (fols. 2v-3)
 where the last two scenes shift from double registers to
 half-page illustrations above the text (see Fig. 1).27 Four
 full pages of text and commentary are given for Rev. 2-3
 without illustration (fols. 4-5v), disrupting the sequence of
 half-page Apocalypse miniatures beginning on fol. 3v,
 caused by the absence of illustrations for this text in the
 Morgan model.28 Because the first illustration of John on
 Patmos on fol. 3v heads a text segment (1:12-16) that is
 longer than that in Morgan, there is no logical break to

 FIGURE 4. Angel censing the Altar. Paris, Bibliothbque Nationale MS
 Fr. 403, fol. 12 (photo: Bibliothbque Nationale).

 accommodate the representation of the First Vision. Hence
 it appears on fol. 6 above the conclusion of the gloss on
 3:14-21, creating a further disruption in the alignment of
 text and image.

 The text divisions for Rev. 4 observe the same breaks

 as those in Douce 180 and Lambeth 75, but the glossed
 text is too long to be accommodated in the half-page
 space beneath Fr. 403's illustration and continues, marked
 by notations and signa in rubric,29 on the next three folios,
 causing the glossed texts for Rev. 5 to be similarly dis-
 placed. Following the disruption caused by the long,
 glossed texts for Rev. 4 and 5, the designer is able to
 maintain a smooth concordance of text and image up to
 Rev. 17-18 and 21-22 where he again encounters the same
 problem, resulting in the displacement of the commentary
 for 21:18-27 at the end on a separate text page (fol. 45)
 following the illustrated Life of John. In several places,
 however, the designer has revised the text divisions in the
 French glossed prose version to synchronize the text with
 the Morgan picture cycle as, for example, in 7:1-8 where
 Fr. 403 consolidates two segments beneath a single illus-
 tration, or in 8:2-5 and 13:11-18 where in each case Fr.
 403 further breaks the segment into three to accommodate
 three separate illustrations in Morgan.30

 That the designer chose not to add illustrations but to
 adjust the vernacular text to the cycle of pictures in the
 Morgan prototype, however daunting the task, suggests
 that he was attempting to preserve the integrity of both in
 his new merger of text and illustrations.31 In a few cases,
 Morgan's illustrations still reflect interpretations of the
 text given in the Berengaudus commentary that become
 meaningless when juxtaposed with the new gloss.32 For
 example, Fr. 403 copies the Morgan model and isolates
 the episode of Censing the Altar (Fig. 4) to pictorialize
 Berengaudus's assertion that the "large quantity of in-
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 FIGURE 5. Fourth Horseman. Paris, Bibliothbque Nationale MS Fr.
 403, fol. 9 (photo: Bibliothbque Nationale).

 cense" (8:3) signifies the teachings of the Gospels33 by
 adding three angels with trumpets, extraneous to the text,
 who stand behind the censing figure. Thus the four angels
 serve as allegorical figures for the four books as they
 approach the altar, but they lose their meaning when
 accompanied by the new gloss, which interprets the incense
 as the "prayers of the saints."34 Similarly, Fr. 403 faith-
 fully replicates Morgan's dramatic representation of the
 Fourth Trumpet (Fig. 3), but the poignant evocation of
 the Berengaudus commentary has been lost. The empty
 scrolls can no longer inform the reader that the figure
 plunging from the sky, hiding his face from the light of its
 luminary planets, personifies the darkened third of the
 sun, moon, and stars, signifying those who reject Christ35
 and are in turn expelled from the heavens, the subversion
 of its meaning in M.524's misquotation notwithstanding.

 In a singular strategy developed for the illustration of
 the Fourth Horseman (Fig. 5), the designer of the book
 altered the text to correspond with Morgan's iconography.
 The short gloss paraphrased in Morgan 524 explains the
 burning cup held by the rider as a reference to the
 Berengaudus commentary on 6:8 which quotes from Deu-
 teronomy 32:22: "A fire is kindled by the Lord's anger,
 and it burns to the depths of the inferno."36 However, the
 Morgan paraphrase obviously intends to explain the illus-
 tration rather than the text, for it refers to the "fire that
 the rider carries in his hand" (Per ignem quem sessor
 manum gestat). To account for the presence of the flaming
 cup in the illustration, the compiler substituted feu for
 espbe in the text of the gloss.37
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 FIGURE 6. Angels announcing victory (above): fall of Satan (below).
 New York, Pierpont Morgan Library MS M.524, fol. 9 (photo: Pierpont
 Morgan Library).

 The designer's attempt to maintain the integrity of the
 Morgan model notwithstanding, Fr. 403's picture cycle
 was nevertheless modified to meet the requirements of the
 new text divisions and gloss, clearly establishing that the
 illustrations in the Paris Apocalypse were laid out and
 drawn expressly for the French glossed prose version.
 Morgan's illustrations are conflated in a few places to
 correspond to the new text divisions, as at the beginning
 of Rev. 13, where the emergence of the beast from the sea
 is conflated with the representation of the dragon bestow-
 ing his power on the beast, while the first two illustrations
 for Rev. 15 are merged in superposed friezes of angels
 with vials and angels playing harps. Similarly, the Morgan
 illustrations of the angels pouring the fourth and fifth vials
 are aligned in adjacent compartments above their respec-
 tive glossed texts. Elsewhere the designer of the Paris
 Apocalypse chose to revise Morgan's distinctive and ele-
 gant image of the angels announcing victory over Satan
 (Fig. 6) in which a pair of angels hold a speech scroll
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 FIGURE 7. Fall of Satan. Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale MS Fr. 403,
 fol. 20v (photo: Bibliotheque Nationale).

 inscribed with the text of 12:10.38 In M.524 this illustra-
 tion is isolated and appears out of textual sequence above
 a representation of the fall of Satan accompanied by the
 text for 12:9 to maintain a relationship of vertical hier-
 archy between heaven and earth. In Fr. 403 (Fig. 7) two
 pairs of angels, now half-hidden by clouds, hold placards
 announcing the victory at the upper left and right, while in
 the center a new image of the bust of Christ appears in the
 center above the archangel, reinforcing the tripartite sym-
 metry of the composition. While the Berengaudus gloss
 interprets the great voice in heaven announcing the victory
 as that of the angels praising God for the salvation of all
 humankind,39 the Anglo-Norman gloss declares that it
 signifies the joy of holy Church in vanquishing its tribula-
 tions through the Passion of Christ.40

 The process of adapting the Morgan illustrations to a
 new text appears to have inspired the designer of Fr. 403
 with a keen sensitivity to its pictorial demands. For ex-
 ample, in contrast with the representation of John on
 Patmos in M.524 (Fig. 8) where John faces the angel who
 flies down, commanding him to write to the churches of
 Asia (1:10), he turns around in the Paris Apocalypse
 (Fig. 9) to respond more accurately to the first verse given
 immediately below (1:12): "I turned around to see the
 voice that had spoken to me." Similarly, small roundels
 containing the Lamb opening the first six seals are attached
 to the upper edges of the frames (see Figs. 3, 14, 15) to
 evoke the repeated phrase heading each text ("And I saw
 the Lamb open one of the seven seals") in a spatial
 configuration not possible in the double-registered model.41
 In the illustration of the Locusts (Fig. 10) a human hand
 reaches up from the abyss to offer the key to the trumpet-
 ing angel in a uniquely literal response to the text for 9:1
 ("he was given the key"). Similarly, the first horseman
 (Fig. 14) is now being crowned for 6:2 ("he was given the
 victor's crown") and the second horseman (Fig. 15) is
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 FIGURE 8. John on Patmos. New York, Pierpont Morgan Library MS
 M.524, fol. 1 (photo: Pierpont Morgan Library).
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 FIGURE 9. John on Patmos. Paris, Biblioth que Nationale MS Fr. 403,

 fol. 3v (photo: Bibliothbque Nationale).

 handed a sword (6:4). To render more accurately the
 opening text (9:16) describing the army of beasts as "twice
 ten thousand times ten thousand men," the meager repre-
 sentation of four equestrian warriors in Morgan is ex-
 panded into a densely packed regiment. In another context
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 FIGURE 10. Locusts. Paris, Biblioth que Nationale MS Fr. 403, fol. 14
 (photo: Bibliothbque Nationale).
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 FIGURE 11. Second and third vials (above); the "fourth" Angel and
 Angel of the Altar (below). New York, Pierpont Morgan Library MS
 M.524, fol. 15 (photo: Pierpont Morgan Library).

 the designer alertly responds to Paris's new text containing
 a variant reading for 16:5 in which Morgan's angelum
 quartum becomes the angele des eues. Thus he deletes
 Morgan's miniature representing the "fourth" angel in
 Rev. 16 (Fig. 11) and inserts the new "angel of the waters"

 . . . . . . . . . . .

 -77`?

 FIGURE 12. Third vial and Angel of the Waters. Paris, Bibliothbque
 Nationale MS Fr. 403, fol. 31 (photo: Bibliothbque Nationale).

 (Fig. 12) as a figure conveniently perched upon a rocky
 throne from which flow the rivers and springs upon which
 the third angel pours his vial, while the angel of the altar
 (16:7) has been displaced, now emerging from the clouds
 to carry on the colloquy with the tutelary angel below.

 A number of Fr. 403's modifications of the pictorial
 model appear to have been prompted by both text and
 gloss. The substitution of the crown for Morgan's pointed
 cap in the illustration of the First Seal (see Figs. 13 and
 14) seems intended to evoke the vernacular gloss in which
 the rider is identified as Christ and the crown signifies the
 gift of the "pagans who are converted to him."42 In a
 similar vein, the second rider in Fr. 403 (Fig. 15) is
 caricatured to personify the "devil who is given power to
 battle against holy Church," and is thus given the sword
 that symbolizes "temporal power"43 from the hand of God
 rather than simply holding it upright as in M.524 (Fig. 13).
 While the distinctive armor-clad angels of the Euphrates
 clearly invoke their model in the Morgan cycle (see Figs.
 16 and 17), Fr. 403's introduction of a cyclical narrative
 mode in which the sixth angel reappears to loosen their
 chains responds more fully to the text for 9:13-15. The
 head of Christ looms above the altar as a pictorial signifier
 for the gloss, while the four heads at the corners corre-
 spond to the four evangelists.4 In contrast with Morgan's
 anomalous treatment of the first illustration for Rev. 10

 (Fig. 18) in which verse 4 is stressed ("I heard a voice from
 heaven say, 'Keep the words of the seven thunderclaps
 secret and do not write them down'"), Fr. 403's angel
 points to the open codex on John's desk, as he looks up at
 the mighty angel holding the book, who now dominates
 the center of the composition to respond to the text for
 10:1 ("I saw another powerful angel"), as well as drawing
 the reader's attention to the gloss which identifies the
 angel as the Son of God in his human nature (see Fig. 19).45
 Although the succeeding illustration in Fr. 403 retains
 Morgan's bizarre merger of episodes (see Figs. 20 and 21)
 in which the angel hands John the book (10:9-10) while at
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 FIGURE 13. First and second Horsemen. New York, Pierpont Morgan
 Library MS M.524, fol. 2 (photo: Pierpont Morgan Library).

 the same time another angelic hand gives him the measur-
 ing rod (11:1-2), the designer of the Paris Apocalypse
 again revises the model to correspond more closely to the
 text and commentary. By adding the figure of John eating
 the book at the left, he makes direct pictorial reference to
 10:10 and at the same time alerts the reader to the

 moralizing gloss which asserts that the book's sweet taste
 but dire gastric consequences mean that the word of God is
 very pleasant to hear, read, and preach but often very diffi-
 cult to transform into deeds.46 In Fr. 403 the juxtaposition
 of the open book and measuring rod further involves the
 convergence of their glossed meaning as holy Scripture.47
 For the illustration of the Fall of Babylon the designer of
 Fr. 403 shifts the angel coming down from heaven (18:1)
 to the left to make room for the addition of the Lord com-

 manding the exodus from the city for 18:4 ("A new voice
 spoke from heaven; I heard it say 'Come out, my people,
 away from [Babylon]' ") and its gloss identifying the voice
 as that of holy Scripture (see Fig. 22).48

 As Henderson points out, the sequence of five scenes
 dealing with the legend of Antichrist interpolated into
 Morgan's illustrations for Rev. 11 presented a problem for

 FIGURE 14. First Horseman. Paris, Biblioth que Nationale MS Fr.
 403, fol. 7v (photo: Biblioth que Nationale).
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 FIGURE 15. Second Horseman. Paris, Biblioth que Nationale MS Fr.
 403, fol. 8 (photo: Bibliotheque Nationale).

 the designer of Fr. 403, for they had little or no basis in
 the text.49 A glossed text for 11:3-6 accompanies the first
 of three miniatures (Fig. 23) in which the witnesses declaim
 their prophecy before a human Antichrist. In a reversal of
 his usual procedure of introducing graphic elements to
 correspond to the new commentary, the designer depends
 on the gloss on the next page ("La beste que munte
 d'abyme signefie Antechrist") to account for Antichrist's
 presence in the illustration. Thus he interpolates the figure
 of a beast climbing out of a box-shaped enclosure to
 threaten the witnesses, just as the henchman behind the
 human Antichrist raises his sword. The same beast reap-
 pears in the second illustration to inspire Antichrist's
 command to massacre the witnesses. Now the question
 must be raised whether the designer of the Paris Apoca-
 lypse then proceeded to copy the next two pictures, that is,
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 FIGURE 16. Sixth Trumpet. Paris, Biblioth que Nationale MS Fr. 403,
 fol. 15 (photo: Bibliothtque Nationale).
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 FIGURE 17. Sixth Trumpet. New York, Pierpont Morgan Library MS
 M.524, fol. 5v (photo: Pierpont Morgan Library).
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 FIGURE 18. John forbidden to write. New York, Pierpont Morgan

 Library MS M.524, fol. 6 (photo: Pierpont Morgan Library).
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 FIGURE 19. John forbidden to write and Angel with the Book. Paris,
 Bibliothbque Nationale MS Fr. 403, fol. 16 (photo: Bibliothtque Na-
 tionale).

 , i

 FIGURE 20. Angel with the Book and John measuring the Temple. New
 York, Pierpont Morgan Library MS M.524, fol. 6v (photo: Pierpont
 Morgan Library).

 AN,

 FIGURE 21. John eats the Book and measures the Temple. Paris,
 Bibliothbque Nationale MS Fr. 403, fol. 16v (photo: Bibliothbeque Na-
 tionale).
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 FIGURE 22. Fall of Babylon. Paris, Bibliothbque Nationale MS Fr.
 403, fol. 34 (photo: Biblioth que Nationale).
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 FIGURE 23. Witnesses before Antichrist. Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale
 MS Fr. 403, fol. 17 (photo: Bibliothbque Nationale).

 the third and fourth, in the Morgan cycle dealing with the
 Antichrist's miracles. Because he had no text for them and

 there is no break in the glossed text between fols. 17 and
 18, it would appear likely that the two scenes were omitted
 in Fr. 403 to allow both the pictorial and textual narrative
 to proceed without interruption, particularly in light of the
 alignment of texts and illustrations so carefully contrived
 by the designer in the other parts of the book. Although a
 folio appears to have been cut out between fols. 17 and 18,
 it seems entirely possible if not probable, in view of the
 ad hoc character of the book's composition, that it was
 excised by the scribe when he discovered that the two
 illustrations planned for replication from the Morgan
 cycle would not have accompanying texts.5 In the third
 and last illustration (Fig. 24) Antichrist is destroyed by the

 If- 1,

 FR

 FIGURE 24. Defeat of Antichrist and ascension of the Witnesses. Paris,
 Bibliothbque Nationale MS Fr. 403, fol. 18 (photo: Bibliothbque Na-
 tionale).
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 FIGURE 25. Marriage of the Lamb. Paris, Bibliothbque Nationale MS
 Fr. 403, fol. 35v (photo: Bibliothbque Nationale).

 Lord's breath, as in the Morgan cycle, despite the absence
 of the inscription from II Thessalonians 2:8 ("The Lord
 will kill him with the breath of his mouth") in the first
 miniature on fol. 17 to explain the action. However,
 Antichrist's destruction is then compressed to make room
 for the insertion of the ascension of the witnesses at the

 right to correspond to the text (11:12) below.
 In addition to the modifications we have already

 observed having been made by the designer to adjust the
 Morgan cycle to the new gloss, three more instances can
 be cited. In the representation of the Marriage of the
 Lamb (Fig. 25) Morgan's bride has been transformed into
 a crowned personification of Ecclesia holding a cross-staff
 and cross-emblazoned banner, while the Lamb's nimbus is
 marked with a cross, and the wedding banquet is attended
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 FIGURE 26. First Resurrection. Paris, Biblioth que Nationale MS Fr.
 403, fol. 39 (photo: Bibliotheque Nationale).
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 FIGURE 27. Heavenly Jerusalem. Paris, Biblioth que Nationale MS Fr.
 403, fol. 41v (photo: Biblioth que Nationale).
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 FIGURE 28. Heavenly Jerusalem. New York, Pierpont Morgan Library
 MS M.524, fol. 20v (photo: Pierpont Morgan Library).

 by nimbed saints, directly corresponding to the identifica-

 tions given in the exegetical text.5" Fr. 403's metamorphosis
 of the seated judges present at the First Resurrection
 (Fig. 26) into twelve nimbed Apostles headed by St. Peter
 holding the keys of heaven alludes more obliquely to a
 reference to the reign of the Church in the gloss on 20:4.52
 However, the allusion is confirmed by the illustration of
 this passage in the Bible moralisee where Christ gives the
 keys to Peter and the Apostles in response to a Latin
 version of the same commentary.53 In his representation of
 the Heavenly Jerusalem (Fig. 27) the Paris designer trans-
 forms the unprepossessing building in the prototype,54
 which is all but displaced by the text in Morgan 524
 (Fig. 28), into a dazzling bejeweled city decked out in a
 kaleidoscope of colors and raised on rainbow-hued steps,
 with multiple spires marked by crosses to evoke the com-
 mentary's interpretation of its "glittering like some precious

 jewel" (21:11) as the virtue of holy Church.55 At the same
 time, the angel scoops up the figure of the bearded seer in
 a gesture borrowed from the miniature on fol. 33v, in
 response to 21:10 ("In the spirit he took me to the top of
 an enormous high mountain and showed me Jerusalem").
 John is literally lifted up to the heights by the angel in a
 graphic representation of the gloss's declaration that those
 who by the grace of God are led to the heights of life can
 have knowledge of the glory of his holy Church.56

 The thirteenth-century English illustrated Apocalypse
 was created as a book to be read. Despite their dominance
 in the hierarchical layout of the page, the pictures were
 not intended to supplant the text but were perceived as an
 aid to the reader's comprehension and absorption of
 glossed Scripture. The Morgan cycle seems not to have
 served as the archetype for all the thirteenth-century
 English Apocalypses but instead to represent one of two
 or three distinctive and influential prototypes, such as
 Metz, from which other manuscripts descended in well-
 defined recensions.57 Fr. 403 was apparently created in
 response to a set of demands that could not be met by any
 other extant or available single model ca. 1250. Neither
 the Latin Berengaudus-glossed Metz recension nor the
 Morgan picture-book with its abbreviated Latin captions
 and speech scrolls provided a readily accessible spiritual or
 intellectual experience for the reader literate only in Anglo-
 Norman. While the French glossed prose version could
 offer a desirable alternative, either it was not yet illustrated
 or the cycle of smaller miniatures accompanying that text
 in manuscripts resembling Lambeth 75 and Fr. 9574 offered
 a less attractive option to a reader wanting a more pre-
 possessing and dominant pictorial component, comparable
 to those in the Morgan and Metz Apocalypses.

 Like contemporary psalters and later books of hours,
 the thirteenth-century illustrated Apocalypse served as a
 book of private devotions. While standardized types, such
 as Metz and Morgan, were reproduced with little varia-
 tion, as attested by the survival of clone manuscripts such
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 as Lambeth 209 and the Cambrai Apocalypse from Metz
 and Bodleian MS Auct. D.4.17 from Morgan, other very
 singular Apocalypses were created for individual readers
 and owners to meet their special needs. Thus Fr. 403 is
 one of the earliest extant examples of a long line of
 deluxe, custom-designed manuscripts,58 each uniquely re-
 sponding to the exacting requirements of a particular
 individual. Indeed the entire long development of the
 Gothic illuminated Apocalypse can be seen as a rich set of
 variations on a basic theme played out over the next two
 centuries as gifted compilers, designers, and artists con-
 tinued to respond ingeniously to the needs and demands
 of their patrons in much the same way as we have observed
 in the making of Fr. 403.

 NOTES

 1. L. Delisle and P. Meyer, L'Apocalypse en frangais au XIIIe siecle,
 2 v. (Paris, 1901). Here, as well as throughout the following text,
 the term "model" refers to the immediate authoritative example
 used for guidance or imitation, whereas the term "prototype" de-
 notes the ancestral or original model for a group of related manu-
 scripts or recension. "Archetype" refers to the original model from
 which several related prototypes and recensions ultimately descend.

 2. For a more recent description of the seventy-nine Gothic manu-
 scripts composing the Anglo-French tradition, see S. Lewis and
 R. K. Emmerson, "Census and Bibliography of Medieval Manu-
 scripts Containing Apocalypse Illustrations ca. 800-1500, II," Tra-
 ditio, XLI (1985), 367-409, nos. 38-117.

 3. On stylistic grounds, N. Morgan, Early Gothic Manuscripts (II)
 1250-1285 (London, 1987), 63-64, no. 103, regards Fr. 403 as
 contemporary with the Metz Apocalypse and Tanner 184; see also
 G. Henderson, "Studies in English Manuscript Illumination, II,"
 JWCI, XXX (1967), 114; and F. Avril and P. Stirnemann, Manu-
 scrits enluminds d'origine insulaire de la Bibliothbque Nationale
 (Paris, 1987), 79-80, no. 123. The excellent but reduced scale color
 facsimile edited by Y. Otaka and H. Fukui, Apocalypse [Biblio-
 thbque Nationale, fonds frangais, 403] (Osaka, 1981), now supple-
 ments the older edition of Delisle and Meyer.

 4. According to the inventory of Gilles Mallet, the manuscript entered
 the library of Charles V in 1373 and was listed in the inventory of
 Charles VI's books in the Louvre. In 1424 it was acquired by the
 Duke of Bedford, when it was probably returned to England. The
 manuscript was then in the possession of Louis de Gruthuyse of
 Bruges (d. 1492) from whom it passed through the intermediary of
 his son Jean to Louis XII of France; the shelf-mark of the royal
 library at Blois appears on the inner front cover and Louis's arms
 on fol. 1 are overpainted with those of France. Fr. 403 was moved
 to Fontainebleau in 1544 by Franqois I and to Paris by Henry IV in
 1595. See Delisle and Meyer, L'Apocalypse en frangais, lxv-lxvii;
 Avril and Stirnemann, Manuscrits enluminds, 80; Morgan, Early
 Gothic Manuscripts, 65.

 5. Henderson, "Studies," 112-13; Morgan, Early Gothic Manuscripts,
 63.

 6. D. H. Turner, "The Evesham Psalter," JWCI, XXVII (1964), 32-33.

 7. See Morgan, Early Gothic Manuscripts, 64.

 8. Also descending from the same prototype and closely related to
 M.524 are Bodleian MS Auct. D.4.17, Manchester, Rylands MS
 lat. 19, Add. 19896, and Add. 38121. R. Freyhan, "Joachism and

 the English Apocalypse," JWCI, XVIII (1955), 223, n. 4, 235-36;
 Henderson, "Studies," 113-44. See also Morgan, Early Gothic
 Manuscripts, 92-94, no. 122. However, it is more difficult to accept
 the hypothesis put forward again most recently by P. Klein, End-
 zeiterwartung und Ritterideologie: Die englischen Bilderapokalypsen
 der Friihgotik und MS Douce 180 (Graz, 1983), 159-60 and 169,
 that the Morgan prototype was the archetype for all the thirteenth-
 century English cycles.

 9. On the Metz Apocalypse, see Morgan, Early Gothic Manuscripts,
 70-72, no. 108; Klein, Endzeiterwartung, 161-62. On matters of
 literacy, see M. B. Parkes, "The Literacy of the Laity," Literature
 and Western Civilization: The Medieval Period, ed. D. Daiches and
 A. K. Thorlby (London, 1973), 555-77; I. Short, "On Bilingualism
 in Anglo-Norman England," Romance Philology, XXXIII (1979-
 80), 467-79.

 10. See Morgan, Early Gothic Manuscripts, 52-53, 119-22, nos. 97 and
 137; on their relationship to the Morgan prototype, see Klein,
 Endzeiterwartung, 161.

 11. Morgan, Early Gothic Manuscripts, 181-82, no. 178.

 12. Full glosses were restored in the later recension developed in the
 manuscript model for the Block Book Apocalypses; see G. Bing,
 "The Apocalypse Block Books and Their Manuscript Models,"
 JWCI, V (1942), 143-58.

 13. On the Berengaudus commentary and the English cycles, see Lewis,
 "Exegesis and Illustration in Thirteenth-Century English Illustrated
 Apocalypses," The Apocalypse in the Middle Ages, ed. R. K.
 Emmerson and B. McGinn (Ithaca, 1990), forthcoming.

 14. On fol. 20v John pens the text of 21:2: "Et ego Johannes vidi
 civitatem sanctam," with the quill poised on "Johannes," as if he
 were autographing the passage for the reader.

 15. The Berengaudus archetype and its relationship to the various
 recensions will be fully discussed in my book in preparation,
 Reading Images: The English Illustrated Apocalypse and Its 13th-
 Century Archetypes.

 16. See Freyhan, "Joachism," 218 et passim; Henderson, "Studies," 106.

 17. PL 17:936. The faulty Morgan and Oxford inscriptions read: "Per
 tertiam partem solis et lune et stellarum que percussa et obscurata
 est qui in Christum crediderunt designantur."

 18. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 140: "Et que la tierce partie del soleil
 et de la lune et des estoilles est enoccurci signefie que ceus que le
 diable ne poet essorber par mescreantise."

 19. So-called to distinguish it from the French metrical version, this
 text was first edited and analyzed by Delisle and Meyer, L'Apoca-
 lypse en frangais; see also Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 113-58.

 20. See Klein, Endzeiterwartung, 38-39, who dates the manuscript
 1270-1274.

 21. See A. Laing, "The Corpus-Lambeth Stem: A Study of French
 Prose Apocalypse Manuscripts," Manuscripta, XXI (1977), 18.

 22. See Lewis and Emmerson, "Census," 370-409, nos. 38-117.

 23. See Y. Christe, "Apocalypses anglaises du XIIIe sitcle," Journal des
 savants (1984), 85-86.

 24. Argued from a close comparison between the Apocalypse commen-
 tary in Vienna MS 1179, which probably represents the earliest
 extant version of the Bible moralisde, and the French commentary
 in Fr. 403, G. Breder, Die lateinische Vorlage des altfranzisischen
 Apokalypse-Kommentars des 13. Jahrhunderts (Mtinster, 1960),
 55-82, demonstrates their dependence on a common prototype.

 25. Klein, Endzeiterwartung, 38-39.
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 26. See Morgan, Early Gothic Manuscripts, 176.

 27. Although Fr. 403 lacks the usual prologue summarizing the first
 eight verses, the text nevertheless begins at 1:9.

 28. As in Morgan, the text for Rev. 2-3 is also abbreviated or missing,
 without illustrations, in the recensions headed by Metz and Ludwig

 III.1. In the Corpus-Lambeth manuscripts the text is complete but
 not illustrated.

 29. For example, at the bottom of the second column on fol. 6v a note
 in minuscule script reads: "Ici faut glose & tixt, & el premier fuil a
 tieu signe la trouverez," followed by a small red shield emblazoned
 with chevrons.

 30. This kind of textual adjustment to the Morgan picture cycle occurs
 regularly from Rev. 7 to the end of the manuscript.

 31. The only place where the designer expanded Morgan's picture cycle
 occurs in the last segment of the illustrated Life of John. On the
 bottom register on fol. 43v he interpolates an extra scene to
 compensate for the odd number (5) in Morgan where the last
 episode of the Apocalypse appears in the upper register above the
 initial scene in the second installment of the Vita.

 32. Such occasional disparities between text and image might have
 prompted the plan, fortunately never carried out, described in the
 fifteenth-century inscription at the bottom of fol. I to copy out
 passages from the commentaries of the Cambridge Franciscan,
 Henry Costessy (d. 1336) and the Norwich Carmelite, Hugh Virley
 (fl. 1339) around the text and pictures and, if necessary, erase the
 Anglo-Norman text to make room for them: "Fiat opus abstractum
 Costesy et Hugh de Vi super apocalypsim, et inscribatur circa et sub
 picturas sequentes et tunc erit complacens, et si necesse fuit fiat
 rasura gallicani." See S. Berger, La Bible frangaise au moyen dige
 (Paris, 1884), pp. 78-79, 339; Delisle and Meyer, L'Apocalypse en
 frangais, lxvi; Morgan, Early Gothic Manuscripts, 64.

 33. "Incensa multa praecepta sunt Evangelii significat." See PL 17:931.

 34. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 139: "Le mult encens, les oreisuns au
 seinz."

 35. See above, n. 17.

 36. PL 17:920. See Freyhan, "Joachism," 224.

 37. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 138: "Le feu dunt il tue signefie le
 poer terrien." Cf. Lambeth MS 75, fol. 13: "Le espre [sic] dunt il
 tue."

 38. Its presence in the Morgan model is confirmed in Trinity B.10.6,
 fols. 18v-19, where the sequence is retained and a truncated version
 of the victory proclamation is inserted between Michael's battle
 against the dragon and the fall of Satan. However, the episode is
 omitted in Eton 177 and Lambeth 434, while the later Block Book
 recension resolves the problem in a conflation of images similar to
 that in Fr. 403.

 39. PL 17:926: "Vox magna de coelo vox est angelorum pro salute
 generis humani gaudentium Deumque laudantium."

 40. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 143: "La grant voiz qu'il oi en ciel
 signefie la joie de seinte Glise et les graces que ele rent a Deu quant
 ele a veincu ses tribulations parpacience, et ceo recognet que ce est
 par le Passion Jhesu Crist."

 41. Although this motif occurs in Douce 180 and Lincoln 16, its
 appearance in Fr. 403 is isolated.

 42. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 137: "Cil ki siet sure [le cheval]
 signefie le fiulz Deu .... Par la coronne qui li est donnee est signefie
 le pople de paens ke se convertiront a lui."

 43. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 137: "Cil qui siet sure [le cheval]
 signefie le deable a qui fu donne poeste de guerrer Seinte Eglise. La
 grant espee signefie puissance terrienne.

 44. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 140: "L'autel d'or que est devant les
 oilz Deu signefie la char Jhesu Christ. Par les quatre corneres sunt
 signefie les quatre Euvangelistes."

 45. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 141: "Li angele fort descendant del
 ciel signefie le fiulz Deu ke se humilia a nature de homme."

 46. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 141: "Ceo que le livre fu duz en sa
 bouche et amer en sun ventre signefie que la parole Deu est mult
 pleisant a escuter et a lire et a preescher, mes mult greve sovent de
 mettre la en eovre."

 47. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 141: "Le liveret overt que langele
 tint en sa main signefie seinte Scripture . . . Par le rosel dunt en
 escrit est signefie seinte Scripture."

 48. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 151.

 49. Henderson, "Studies," 109-11.

 50. Quire III contains only seven folios instead of the customary eight;
 fol. 17 has short slash marks near the fold, suggesting that a leaf
 was excised with a knife, and the tab-end of the penultimate folio in
 the quire has been pasted onto fol. 17v. Patricia Stirnemann, who
 very kindly analyzed the quire structure for me, remarked that the
 location of the present quire marks on the rectos of folios 1, 9, 17,
 24, and 32 indicates that they were intended for the binder rather
 than the scribe and may date from the fourteenth century. She
 further suggests that, because the ruling is so irregular throughout
 the manuscript, the third quire may well have been reduced to seven
 folios by the scribe, for this would not in any way change the order
 of the later markings for the binder.

 51. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 152: "La espousa el aigniel seinte
 Glise que est espouse Jhesu Crist. . . la cene a lagniel signefie la joie
 de Paradis."

 52. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 154: "Ceo quil vit les seanz sur les
 sieges signefie que come Sathanas est liez, seinte Glise regne."

 53. New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, MS M.240, fol. 2: "Hoc quod
 sedent super sedes significat quod inde Sathanas est ligatus, unde
 Ecclesia regnat." Cf. Breder, Vorlage, 46. In the Corpus-Lambeth
 cycle, six nimbed figures representing the Apostles pars pro toto are
 seated at the left, as in Lambeth MS 75, fol. 46v.

 54. The Morgan prototype for this illustration can be reasonably recon-
 structed from its thirteenth-century reflections in Eton 177 (p. 95),
 Lambeth 434 (fol. 44), Trinity B.10.6 (fol. 46) and the very late
 version in the Wellcome Apocalypse (fol. 26), as well as M.524:
 John and the angel stand at the left, with the angel grasping the
 edge of John's mantle in one hand and with the other gesturing with
 the vial toward the city raised on a mountain or steps at the right.

 55. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 155: "La lumiere que resemble pierre
 preciose, come jaspe et cristal, signefie la vertu de seinte Glise."

 56. Otaka and Fukui, Apocalypse, 155: "Ceo que le angele mena Seint
 Johan en un grant munt.. . signefie que cil qui, par la grace de
 Due, sunt mene en hautesce de vie poent avoer conessance de la
 gloire que seinte Glise atent."

 57. As I shall argue in detail in Reading Images.

 58. On a similarly unique and complex fourteenth-century French
 compilation, see Lewis, "The Apocalypse of Isabella of France:
 Paris, B.N. MS fr. 13096," AB, LXXII (June, 1990).
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